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The speed at which you’re able to move inventory on 
and off your lot is one of the most critical factors 
in determining the profitability of your dealership. 

Speeding up and shortening inventory cycle times can be 
achieved readily, as progressive dealers, large and small, 
independent or franchise are doing every day. 

You’ve likely heard this same message spoken at your 20 
Groups and at the industry events and training seminars you 
attend: inventory optimization and technology products are 
finally making the inventory cycle process transparent and 
real time. 

Finally, you can measure — and therefore manage — your 
inventory cycle time with speed and accuracy, and thus reduce 
by days how long your shop takes to get cars ready for sale. 

“At the Ricart Used Car Factory, our primary focus is on the 
discipline and processes of the used car operations, including 
intake, reconditioning and marketing, as this is where we’ve 
been able to create a true new profit center for the dealership,” 
said Rick Ricart, president of Ricart Automotive in Columbus, 
OH. “If you wait until the vehicle is on the front line to start 
the clock, you are already behind.” 

The Ricart Used Car Factory centralized reconditioning 
center processes 600 vehicles a month.

“Recon is where a dealer will find more gross profit, by 
making the time from acquisition to taking customer calls in 
hours, not days, and make time to line the number one core 
metric to commit to,” Ricart said. “A dealer who does these 
things will improve used car inventory turns and used car 
gross profit.”

Alternatively, managing reconditioning and time to line  
(T2L) without a real-time workflow system, designed for 
complete team accountability, is, in reality, costing hundreds of 
dollars per car in gross. This lack of detail into accountability 
for the recon operation results in not knowing where cars are, 
vehicles taking too long to get sale-ready and other unforeseen 
workflow delays.

Set aside any pre-conceived assumptions that your own 
method works just as well and not costing you money. 
The data proves otherwise. When leadership is applied to 
managing recon based on metrics connected to the team 
members doing the work, the result is cutting T2L in half 
while eliminating finger-pointing, 

Yet, these issues continue to plague too many recon 
operations. The reason? Too many dealers are still attempting 
to address universal recon problems by using static manual 
tracking systems such as Google Docs or Excel spreadsheets. 
They cannot help you transform your recon operation into a 
real profit center.

Instead, dealers who transform their recon practices into 
margin-compression fighters are using real-time workflow 
technology, mobile applications and software products to 
shorten their inventory cycle times, from acquisition to sale-
ready and then to the frontline. 

As we move into 2019, your recon center’s ability to 
work smarter and faster is essential. Rising interest rates, 
falling new car sales, the tightening used car supply and a 
national economy tipping toward recession will all challenge 
your competitiveness and profitability. Practicing rapid 
reconditioning will help you push back at these pressures.
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REDUCE YOUR T2L
T2L is what we call the days required to get a vehicle from 
acquisition to sale-ready. T2L makes up your inventory 
turn or vehicle cycle time. So, a vehicle cycle time becomes 
Acquisition > Recondition > Disposition. The speed at which 
each recon step is completed and the number of times the 
cycle is repeated is what drives up gross profit exponentially:

• It drives up gross with additional trade-in volume.
• It drives up gross in the service and parts 

departments with more purchases and trades 
running through the shop.

• It drives up F&I gross with more customers coming 
through the department.

• It drives up future gross as the dealership’s customer 
base expands with each new customer, referral and 
repeat business.

The longer a vehicle remains in the inventory cycle, the 
higher the holding cost and the lower the total gross profit will 
be. At some point, these costs and lower gross will overtake 
any potential gross profit. 

We know the first 21 to 30 days is the best opportunity to 
sell a vehicle and earn the highest gross. We have processed 
more than 5 million vehicles through our rapid reconditioning 
software. The resulting data confirm the direct correlation 
between the time it takes dealers to get a vehicle from 
acquisition to sale-ready and their total inventory cycle time. 
The faster your recon time, the faster your retail time will be. 

DEALERS SPEAK 
Ricart Automotive is on 67 acres and employs 500 people, 
so Rick Ricart and cousin Jared Ricart work together in 
their roles as president. Jared oversees fixed operations and 
reconditioning, among other duties. 

By using T2L workflow software and best practices, his 
recon team dropped eight days from the process, now getting 
cars sale-ready in four days. 

“We thought we had good insight into how long it was 
taking us to get vehicles frontline ready, but when we turned 
on T2L software it showed us we were at 12 days. That long 
process was killing gross,” Jared Ricart said.

“It’s the dealer’s money, and a used car is a melting block of 
ice. It is never going to increase in value, so you have to think 
that if we can get our work in recon done faster we can sell it 

faster and we’re going to make more money,” he said.
Gary Radeke is the group recon-center manager for the 

six-dealership McDonald Automotive Group, serving the 
Littleton, CO, market. The center processes 300 cars a month 
to sale-ready using T2L workflow software and has reduced 
T2L from 21 days to between five to nine days, depending on 
vehicle make and need for body shop services. 

“The economic benefit of faster T2L is huge. We are selling 
more cars at higher gross averages. We’re turning inventory 
two times more a year,” Radeke said.

KNOW YOUR HOLDING COSTS
An additional calculation called holding cost further helps 
illustrate how faster reconditioning flows profit to the 
dealership. 

Holding cost is a percentage of dealership overhead applied 
to each vehicle a dealer owns. This cost accumulates each day 
from acquisition to sale. NCM Associates estimates this per 
car cost is on average $40 per day. To calculate your holding 
costs, use this formula:

• Current Holding Cost: Annual Used Car Volume X 
$40 X Current T2L Average in Days 

• New Holding Cost: Annual Used Car Volume X $40 
X new T2L Average in Days (use the T2L Delta from 
T2L calculation in chart below)

In our experience working with more than 1,200 
dealerships, most start their recon improvement from an 
average of 10 to 21 days T2L but rapidly achieve a three-to-
seven-day T2L once using rapid reconditioning software. 
The difference translates into tremendous holding cost dollar 
savings for the dealership. 

WE WROTE THE BOOK 
A recon operation transformed into a moneymaker seems 
almost too good to be true. It’s not, and to prove it we’ve 
written the definitive text about it, RECON T2L — The Starting 
Line for Reversing Margin Compression, already in its second 
printing. Get your copy at NADA 2019, booth 6653W.

Dennis McGinn, dmcginn@autosuccessonline.com, is the 
founder and CEO for the T2L recon workflow software com-
pany Rapid Recon. Steve Lewis, slewis@autosuccessonline.
com, a former dealership GM and owner, is VP of sales for 
Rapid Recon. For more information, visit RapidRecon.

Monthly Vehicle Sales: 
Total Retailed Vehicles

Monthly Inventory:  
Total Retail, Recon and Wholesale Vehicles

Total Vehicle Gross:  
Monthly Front End and F&I Gross

Total Departmental Gross:  
Front End, F&I and Internal Parts and Labor

Current T2L:  
Time from Acquisition to Frontline Ready

Expected T2L:  
Expected/Goal T2L

T2L Delta:  
Days Cut in Recon by Meeting Goal

Current Inventory Turn:  
Monthly Vehicle Sales ÷ Monthly Inventory

Additional Monthly Inventory Turns: 
T2L Delta x 12 Months ÷ 30 days

Yearly Selling Days Added:  
T2L Delta x 12 Months 

•Additional Monthly Turns:  
T2L Delta x 12 months ÷ 30 days

•Additional Yearly Gross:  
Monthly Vehicle Sales x Total Gross x Additional Inventory Turns

TIME TO LINE (T2L) CORE METRIC CALCULATIONS
Use these calculations to model your own T2L profit center projection:


